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Ready for your next adventure, ladies? Solo driving can be empowering and full of possibilities. Stay safe 
with these practical tips for women on the road, whether it's a road trip or a late-night drive home from 
work. Take control and explore the world  on your terms!

Invest in regular 
maintenance
Maintaining your car regularly will 
not only save you money in the long 
run, but will ensure a safe ride to 
new destinations, too.

Be mindful of where 
you park
Park near the exit or in a well-lit 
area if it'll be dark when you return. 
Face your car in the direction you 
want to leave for a quick exit

Always approach your car with the 
keys in your hand

Check the backseat before getting in

Get your keys ready, avoid distractions, and walk 
purposefully towards your car. Once inside, lock the 
doors, start the engine, and drive away immediately.

Stay alert during quick stops, like refueling or picking up 
takeout. Check the backseat before getting into your car, 
as attackers may hide there during your distraction.
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Never pull over for strangers Never leave valuable 
items on displayIt's best to prioritize safety when driving 

alone. Resist the urge to help others to avoid 
potential risks and keep driving instead. If 
you're worried about someone, reach out to 
the authorities for help.

Always carry an emergency kit in your car within reach, 
which should include �rst aid, food, a power bank, 
charger, clothes, cash, and pepper spray.

Inform family and friends of your travel plans and stay 
in touch to enable them to track you and reach you 
promptly in emergencies.

Keep valuable hidden from sight 
to avoid smash-and-grab thefts. 
Store them in the boot instead.
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Keep an emergency kit in your car Share your travel plan and location 
with friends and family

Stay safe on the road by trusting your 
instincts and considering add-on covers for 
your car insurance. Check out Chubb's 
MY Car Insurance  various packages and 
bene�t options like minor roadside repair, 24/7 unlimited towing 
service, temporary replacement car and hotel accommodation 
bene�t, �ood coverage and more. Drive with con�dence knowing 
you're protected, and explore your world fearlessly! 

https://www.chubb.com/my-en/personal/my-car-insurance.html?utm_source=agency-comms&utm_medium=whatsapp&utm_campaign=consumer-awareness

